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Start from splitting the building by 3 floors

A B

C D E
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Turn to the back and detach the shown parts from the roof

Take the lighting part A to assemble it to the roof 
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Restore the part from the previous step back to the roof, place 
the wire connecting to the remain lights at the shown spot then 
restore the other parts except the top window

Get the dark grey lighting plate at the end to assemble it
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Restore the top window, then assemble the lighting plates as shown
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Starting from assembling the white lighting plates at the bottom 
this time, make sure the position is same as the picture shown

Take lighting part B for the 2nd floor
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Replace the white cone on the wall by the lighting cone, place the 
wire properly then restore the tan plate

Flip the model upside down, remove the shown parts
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Restore all the removed parts then this floor is done

The led strip would be moved to the front window and stick it as shown
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Take lighting part C for the 1st floor, remove the lamps from the front door first

Combine with the roof and connect both plugs to the USB cable
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Remove the shown parts and place the lighting round bricks to 
the lamps position

Take the black round plates from the lamps and place them with 
the lighting round bricks
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After the parts are restored the wires should be hidden as many as possible

Use the L-shaped brick and the pole to cover the wires when you restore the 
parts. Beware the wires can’t be placed on the studs or they would be 
damaged when you merging the bricks
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Take the remain lights to the side

Place the wire with connector to the back and stable by the tiles
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Remove the window at the corner

Take the top round plates from the flower and place the lighting round plates 
on them and put the removed round plates on the lighting ones
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Place the remain lighting parts inside the house then restore the window
and restore the fire on the candle 
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After part C is assembled, take the tree off, get part E and assemble the 
lighting round plates on the flowers same way as the previous one

There would be 2 connectors be pulled out of the building
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Put the tree and the flowers back, replace the lamppost then it’s done

Then assemble the pink lighting round plates on the tree evenly
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Part E would be assembled under the skeleton and the battery case would be 
placed under the stage

Connect the plugs from part C and D with the USB cable


